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Datasheet

Confluent Solution for Hybrid 
and Multicloud Architectures

Fast
Build innovative real-time 
applications with global 

consistency

Cost-Effective
Reduce hidden cloud costs 

and free up valuable 
engineering resources

Resilient
Maximize uptime by 

eliminating single points 
of failure

Secure 
Safely and securely share 

data across the global 
organization

Confluent’s solution for hybrid and multicloud architectures powers real-time interoperability between all of the systems, 
applications, and datastores that run across any number of on-premises and cloud environments. Set data in motion across 
your entire global enterprise to accelerate innovation, increase revenue, reduce risk, and minimize costs.

Complex Data Architectures are 
Slowing Down your Business
Enterprise data architectures are often a giant mess of brittle, 
point-to-point interconnections between systems, making 
things slow, expensive, brittle, and insecure. As organizations 
expand into hybrid and multicloud architectures, these 
problems get exponentially worse because more individual 
connections are added, new cloud networking and security 
challenges are introduced, and new compliance and data 
sovereignty laws emerge.

Build a Real-Time Global 
Data Plane with Confluent
Confluent eliminates brittle point-to-point interconnections 
and synchronizes data between all on-prem, cloud, hybrid cloud, 
multicloud, and multi-region environments, providing a singular 
and global data plane that only has to address networking 
and security challenges once, instead of every time a new 
connection is made.

https://confluent.io/
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To learn more about how Confluent can help your organization modernize its data 
architectures, check out our hybrid and multicloud solutions page.

Set Your Data in Motion Everywhere

Wherever You Are on Your Cloud Journey, 
We Have a Solution for You

Migrage
Incrementally migrate from legacy 

on-premise infrastructure to 
and across clouds

Augment
Easily integrate existing 

systems and modernize at 
your own pace

Secure 
Build state-of-the-art 

cloud-native applications and 
accelerate time to market

Confluent’s solution for hybrid and multicloud architectures 
helps organizations accelerate development velocity, 
realize the benefits of the cloud faster, and deliver a new class 
of real-time applications that power rich, frontend customer 
experiences and efficient, backend operations. All of an 
organization’s datastores, applications, and systems can now 
operate on a singular and consistent real-time view of 
an organization’s data, eliminating the need for periodic batch 
jobs that create inconsistent copies of data in different places 
and at different times.

“Confluent enables us to achieve our goal of being cloud-agnostic; 
we know as long as Confluent is there we’ll be able to follow our strategy.”

Matt Osentoski  |  Principle Software Developer, Roosevelt Solutions LLC

Read the Case Study

https://confluent.io/
 https://www.confluent.io/use-case/hybrid-and-multicloud
https://www.confluent.io/customers/roosevelt-and-delta-dental/

